### ITEM | QTY | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | ---
1 | 1 | VBEL-SH-1 - SWITCH HOUSING CAP
2 | 1 | VBEL-SH-2 - SWITCH HOUSING
3 | 1 | VBEL-6SW - SWITCH
4 | 1 | VBEL-SN - SWITCH NUT
5 | 1 | 4-PIN MALE RECEPTACLE

**NOTE:** VBEL-50T-I SERIES WRENCHES HAVE A ONE-PIECE SWITCH HOUSING.

PIN-1 BLACK
PIN-2 WHITE
PIN-3 RED (NOT USED)
PIN-4 GREEN (GROUND)
PIN-1
PIN-2
PIN-3
PIN-4

**NOTE:**
- VBEL-50T-I SERIES WRENCHES HAVE A ONE-PIECE SWITCH HOUSING.
- PIN-4 GREEN (GROUND)
- PIN-3 RED (NOT USED)
- PIN-1 BLACK
- PIN-2 WHITE